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ABSTRACT

1

Embedded systems and microcontrollers are becoming more and
more popular as the Internet of Things continues to spread. However, while there is a wealth of different methods and tools for analyzing software and firmware for architectures that are common
to standard hardware, such as x86 or Arm, other systems have not
been scrutinized so closely. One of these widely used architectures
are AVR 8-bit microcontrollers, which are also used in projects like
the Arduino platform. This lack of tools makes it more difficult to
analyze such systems and identify potential security vulnerabilities. To get the most out of modern reverse engineering and debugging techniques such as fuzzing or concolic execution, sophisticated and correct emulators are required for dynamic analysis.
The presented work tries to close this gap by introducing AVRS,
a lean AVR emulator prototype developed with the goal of reverse
engineering. It was implemented to overcome limitations in existing emulators, such as completeness or execution speed, and to provide simple interfaces for interaction with existing program analysis and reverse engineering tools. We provide an analysis of AVRS
in relation to existing emulators and show the improvements in
speed and completeness. In addition, we have created a setup that
leverages AVRS to use fuzz tests to automatically identify errors
in AVR firmware. Our results indicate that AVRS is a valuable addition to the arsenal of analysis tools for embedded firmware and
can be easily extended to allow the use of existing analysis tools
in the domain of AVR microcontrollers.

AVR 8-bit microcontrollers (MCUs) are used in automotive applications, sensor nodes and IoT devices, while also being popular with
hobbyists. They are furthermore the basis for most boards of the
Arduino product line, which in turn is used in a variety of projects,
like data logging [48] or control and measurement systems [30],
and is often used to bootstrap development of projects because of
the platform’s ease of use. This widespread usage reinforces the
relevance of security: every time the MCU processes data received
from peripherals, it is handling untrusted user input and due to relatively weak processing power, thorough input validation can easily become an afterthought. Most embedded firmware is written in
C or C++, trading runtime boundary checks for performance and
making it harder for a developer to write correct code. Therefore
many of the encountered vulnerabilities in embedded devices can
still be categorized as easy targets, like simple buffer overflows [1]
or format string vulnerabilities.
On desktop systems, identification of such bugs usually happens
with modern reverse engineering and software testing techniques
like concolic execution or fuzz testing. However, those are only
applicable if the underlying system under test can be efficiently
monitored during execution, and analyzing MCU firmware images
for vulnerabilities is different from desktop applications. Analysis
of such systems is therefore sometimes conducted as a trial-anderror approach, to identify or verify potential vulnerabilities [3].
The need for specialized analysis methods of embedded and IoT
firmware has already been shown by Muench et al. [28]. Their evaluation highlights the contrast to commodity systems, whereas embedded devices often only support a limited amount of monitoring capabilities to detect faulty states. While a desktop application
will be terminated by the operating system if an invalid memory
access occurs due to an overflow, an embedded device will continue running and might behave in unpredictable ways. This is especially problematic for automated fuzz testing, since it is hard for
the fuzzer to identify if it actually triggered a bug or not. While
there exists a range of disassemblers and static analysis tools implemented in notable reverse engineering tools (e.g. Ghidra [2] or
radare2 [5]) that can handle AVR 8-bit firmware, there are no easyto-use tools for dynamic analysis and emulation readily available.
In order to increase the overall security of AVR-powered devices,
potent reverse engineering tools are required to find potential vulnerabilities in safety critical systems, as source code of those applications is usually not available to independent researchers and
dynamic analysis techniques are still applicable, even if the source
code is known.
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INTRODUCTION
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Therefore our work presents AVRS, a new emulation environment for AVR 8-bit microcontrollers, which was specifically designed to enable reverse engineering and security testing of embedded systems. To identify restrictions of previous approaches, we
provide an in-depth comparison of existing AVR emulators. This
comparison covers topics like performance and completeness, concerning coverage of available devices and instruction sets. Our analysis shows that existing tools have certain drawbacks in these regards, which directly influenced the implementation of AVRS to
overcome those limitations. To show the feasibility of combining
AVRS with existing security testing tools we created a fuzz testing
set up in combination with boofuzz, to identify security vulnerabilities, like stack overflows or format string vulnerabilities, in AVR
firmware. To facilitate reproducibility and encourage openness, all
created evaluation artifacts are published together with the sourcecode of AVRS and are available at the project website1 .
In particular, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
Evaluation of Existing AVR Emulation Tools:
To evaluate the current state of AVR security analysis tools,
we provide an overview of existing emulation tools and compare them concerning performance and completeness.
AVRS: Emulator focused on Security Analysis:
Based on these results, we present AVRS, an emulator designed to specifically overcome drawbacks in existing tools
to allow for security testing of AVR based embedded devices.
Methodology for fuzz testing of AVR MCUs:
Using boofuzz together with AVRS, we implement a test
setup to show the feasibility of our approach concerning
security testing of AVR controllers.

2

BACKGROUND

Building tooling for dynamic analysis on AVR comes with the same
issues as other microcontroller architectures, but the AVR architecture has certain specifics, which need to be taken care of when
designing an emulator architecture.
Instruction Set Architecture. The ISA used by AVR microcontrollers is a RISC architecture, having 99 distinct opcodes after removing aliases, with the presence and semantics of instructions
varying between different MCUs on certain characteristics. Different program counter sizes change the behavior of calls/returns, by
storing the return address either with 2 or 3 bytes on the stack; behavior for returning from interrupts is different whether XMega
or Mega devices have been used, and the Tiny MCUs use smaller
equivalents for LDS/STS instructions, which overlap with instructions from other device families [13].
Memory Layout. The memory layout is dictated by the types
of physical memory built into AVR MCUs, most notably flash memory for storing the executable code, SRAM for temporary data and
usually EEPROM or persisting data across resets. Since SRAM is
scarce, the program cannot be loaded into RAM for execution and
is therefore executed from flash memory, resulting in a Harvard
architecture. The flash memory consists of a contiguous chunk of

1 Project
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memory for the program code, with a potentially available bootloader section. On the other hand, the data memory uses memory mappings to present different memories and interfaces to the
MCU, with the exact layout depending on the device. In general,
data memory will at least contain a section of memory mapped I/O
ports, while more feature rich MCUs can map the registers, SRAM
and device specific I/O into the data space. An example for this can
be seen in Figure 1, showing the memory map of an XMega where
EEPROM is mapped into data memory. Because accessing memory
mapped I/O causes side effects other than manipulating memory,
an emulator has to keep track of memory access in these regions.

Figure 1: Memory layout of an ATXMega128a4u [12].
Interrupts. To respond to certain events, AVR firmware can
assign interrupt service routines (ISR) by adding a jump to the routine in the interrupt vector table (IVT), and triggering an interrupt
can then be modelled as a jump to the IVT entry. When emulating
this, the semantics of an interrupt call need to be simulated: a pending interrupt is executed after the next instruction and interrupts
are queued per interrupt, meaning an ISR will only be called once
when the interrupt is triggered multiple times. Interrupt priority
is being handled by the IV address according to the datasheet; interrupts with a lower IV address have priority over the ones with
a higher address [24, p. 381].
Peripherals To communicate with the outside world, peripherals allow interaction by leveraging two channels: interrupts and
memory mapped I/O registers. As every I/O register can be a source
for malicious input, being able to attach custom analysis modules
to, e.g. fuzz test a firmware implementation, should be one main
goal of an emulator. The emulator has to watch for state changes
in the I/O registers and be able to notify an external module of the
state change. Conversely, an external module must be allowed to
change I/O register states and trigger interrupts.
Firmware File Formats When dumping firmware from a device or through other means, it will likely be a BLOB without annotations. The preferred input format of an emulator is therefore raw
binary or the Intel HEX format [20], which can be easily produced
from raw binary. As existing emulators are designed for production and not reverse engineering, these rely on more descriptive
formats, such as the Atmel ELF format [19].

3

RELATED WORK

Security analysis of Embedded Systems and IoT applications is not
a new idea. In recent years, several studies already tried to shed
light on the analysis of such applications, with surveys focusing
on domains like commodity IoT applications [9] or home based
IoT deployments [4]. The results show that the state of IoT security
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still offers room for improvement. This points out the importance
for adequate methods and tools to test devices concerning security
and privacy implications.
Large scale studies analysing the state of IoT device security
mostly focus on specific samples (e.g. embedded Linux firmware
distributions [10]), only parts of the firmware (e.g. web apps [14])
or focus on high level aspects of the system (e.g authentication
bypass vulnerabilities [40]). What these studies have in common
is their mostly limited set of supported architectures. While those
methods work well for larger controllers, like ARM or MIPS running an embedded operating system, they do not support low powered architectures which might only run firmware directly. The following will provide better insights into the current state of security
analysis for such embedded devices.

3.1

AVR Security

The security of AVR controllers has been scrutinized as well. A
study of the Arduino Yun identified several vulnerabilities in the
deployed firmware [3]. However, they had to resort to static analysis and a trial-and-error approach, because of the lack of available
tools for security testing. While they were still able to identify vulnerabilities with this manual approach, this furthermore shows the
need for automated testing environments, as manual analysis can
be tedious and cannot be applied at scale. The topic of AVR emulation in particular first arose in an academic context within the field
of sensor network simulation, trying to increase the robustness of
such systems by allowing them to be simulated in the course of
development. This started with TOSSIM [22], which simulated the
TinyOS library calls made by the firmware, followed by atemu [33]
and Avrora [43], which began to emulate the AVR core itself, to provide a more accurate and versatile simulation result. Further accuracy improvements, such as cycle-accuracy of cryptographic primitives or emulation under real-time constraints have been implemented in other simulation frameworks [21, 37, 49]. None of these
projects have been designed with dynamic analysis of unknown
firmware BLOBs in mind, and there are hardly any features allowing for introspection of emulator state or extensibility, with the
exception of Avrora, which allows for custom probes and memory
watches being executed as a plugin during simulation runtime [45].

3.2

Analyzing Embedded Devices

There already exist a variety of methods for dynamic testing of IoT
devices, like cross program taint analysis for IoT systems [23] to
multi target orchestration platforms like Avatar² [26].
In this paper we focus on fuzz testing as an example use case
for AVRS. Fuzz testing has already been employed for a variety of
use-cases and has been a heavily researched topic in recent years,
enhancing existing methodologies but also bringing forth new areas of fuzzing, like algorithmic denial-of-service vulnerabilities [7].
IoTFuzzer [11] extracts protocol information for IoT devices from
smartphone companion apps to fuzz IoT devices. Therefore it cannot be used in contexts where no such application is available.
Muench et al. [28] already provide results where they showed that
emulation based approaches yield higher throughput compared
to directly fuzzing IoT devices, as commodity hardware usually
runs magnitudes faster than the real device. FIRM-AFL [50] by
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Zheng et al. extends on this assumption and provides a system
for high-throughput fuzzing of embedded systems by combining
system mode emulation and user mode emulation to enhance performance. FIRMCORN [16] proposes to improve fuzzing of embedded devices by optimizing virtual execution of devices. As these
recent results show, emulation of embedded firmware is a viable
approach to the security analysis of embedded devices, raising the
importance of available emulators for a diverse set of architecture.

4

METHODOLOGY

Due to limitations in existing emulators, a new emulator, called
AVRS, is being implemented. The aim of the implementation phase
is not to add as many new AVR cores and peripherals as possible,
but to create a lean base system that is extensible and can be used
on a given firmware binary without extensive manual effort. This
phase is split into three parts: constructing an instruction decoder
and emulator, the emulation manager taking care of instrumenting
the instruction emulator and linking it with peripherals, as well as
a graphical user interface. As the goal of this implementation is
to improve upon existing emulators, an evaluation of supported
processor features, correctness and performance is performed in
comparison to a selection of emulators. To be included in this selection an emulator has to fulfill several criteria, which ensure that an
emulator implementation is sufficient for further research to build
upon, which is one goal of AVRS. The emulator source code has to
be available, as without this, it cannot be extended in case certain
features are missing. An emulator has to implement more than one
AVR core, or a mechanism to add more different cores; this way,
only emulators with a certain level of maturity are being considered and emulators which have been designed for one special purpose are being avoided. Finally, the emulator should provide rudimentary documentation, or examples, and has to be buildable on
a modern system. Based on these criteria, the following emulators
have been selected:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Avrora [43, 44]
simavr [32]
SimulAVR [36]
atemu [33, 34]
GNU AVR Simulator [46]
IMAVR [17]

Out of these, only Avrora published performance benchmarks,
which are not reproducible, as the code used for the benchmarks
has not been published. However, we still try to estimate a comparison with these numbers, by including the same Livermore loop
benchmarks [31] in this evaluation. Additionally, computation intensive benchmarks are performed by running cryptographic algorithms from pre-existing libraries [8, 18].
We chose to implement AVRS from scratch in order to avoid fixation on a specific core family, as the listed emulators have been
mostly designed to work with devices of the Mega family. As such,
large updates in the memory access parts are required and writing
it from scratch allows a simpler design. Since we also want AVRS
to serve as the base for a tightly integrated reverse engineering environment, rewriting allows us to explore different ideas, such as
using an efficient intermediate representation for execution/disassembly. Applying this to any of the listed emulators would require
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a rewrite of their core emulation primitives, but without the benefit of having a minimal codebase.
Additionally, a patch set [35] introduced the AVR architecture
to QEMU [42]. We chose not to include this implementation in the
selected emulators, as it is still experimental and being reworked
to be merged upstream. While this might be a promising solution,
QEMU does not offer cycle-accurate emulation, whereas AVRS and
the other listed emulators provide this. We also believe that an emulator implementing AVR, as a relatively simple architecture, does
not benefit from the complexity of the QEMU codebase.

5

AVRS

AVRS has been designed to reuse existing approaches for common
tasks found in existing emulators, while trying to improve upon
features that have been found lacking. While most other emulators
have been implemented in C, AVRS has been written in Rust, allowing low-level memory-safe programming, outperforming garbage
collected languages. The frontend makes use of C++ and Qt to ensure a stable cross-platform GUI implementation, as Rust GUIs are
limited.

5.1

Overview

The architecture of AVRS is split in four separate parts, outlined
in Figure 2: The core, the emulation manager, the GUI and a set of
utilities. This architecture ensures reusability of small components
and a clean interface for the GUI code to communicate with. The
core part is responsible for decoding instructions into an intermediate representation (IR), a superset of instruction variants across
all AVR cores, and executing the IR instructions. No memory is allocated in this part, leaving the memory management to the caller.
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after one instruction step, while also being able to hook memory
access functions used by the core.
The emulation manager is a library that builds on the core and
can act as a standalone emulator. The manager is taking care of running the emulation loop at a specified speed and relaying effects
of memory manipulation to other components. One of these components is an interface for allowing external control of the emulation system, similar to the way the emulation manager controls the
core; this provides an interface to implement external programs,
and is being leveraged by the GUI component of AVRS.
Another aspect of the emulation manager is handling of peripherals, i.e. components on or connected to the MCU, which are being
controlled via memory mapped I/O and interrupts. In an attempt
to provide a clear-cut interface for all different types of peripherals,
AVRS provides an interface to implement peripherals in a modular
way, taking the following issues into account:
(1) Interrupts: Peripherals need the ability to trigger interrupts
in response to interaction with the emulator or events which
occured during state changes.
(2) I/O Register Read/Write: Communication with peripherals is achieved by changing values in memory mapped I/O
registers, and they can provide data when reading from these
registers. In the case of I/O registers, both, reads and writes
can cause state changes to the internal peripheral logic. An
example for this is a UART controller, as found on most
AVR MCUs: Because received data is stored in a queue, reading the value from the data register using a load instruction
causes the next byte in the queue to shift into the register.
This means the interface has to allow setting callbacks for
core read and write for all I/O registers associated with the
peripheral.
(3) General Tasks: While the peripheral logic can run in a separate thread, it might be necessary to perform functionality
with fine-grained timing control. To this end, the peripheral
should implement a callback where the emulator state (including the number of passed cycles) is available.
Given these parts have been implemented, a peripheral module
still has to be combined with the emulation manager, assigning interrupt vectors for the specific peripheral and I/O register callbacks
to the correct register addresses for the MCU being used.

5.2
Figure 2: Overview of the macro architecture of AVRS.
The core stores a minimal amount of state: the program counter,
stack pointer, status register, emulation state and interrupt management information. All other information is stored in a contiguous block of memory and accessed with the offsets of the MCU core
memory map being used. Memory sections other than the register
file and SRAM may perform operations on read/write, which is
relevant for memory mapped I/O. Tracking memory access for I/O
mapped memory is required for peripheral support and with the
core kept at a minimum, this information has to be managed at
the emulation manager layer. To this end, every module registered
in the emulation manager can read and modify the emulator state

Instruction Decode

The first step in emulating an AVR MCU is implementing instruction decode and decoding the AVR ISA can be messy to do in software. Operands may be unevenly split across byte or nibble boundaries and special cases make writing a decoder error-prone and
inefficient. A reasonable and fast approach is to use a table-based
decoder. Because almost all instructions are exactly two bytes long
and wide instructions can be discerned based on the first two bytes,
every instruction can be decoded using two table lookups, one for
the high and one for the low byte. However, this comes with a
large amount of manual code duplication.
While the table-based decoding approach should be in general
preferred, AVRS implemented a smaller, hand-written instruction
parser. While all other emulators perform the decode and the emulation of the instruction at the same time, AVRS decodes the whole
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flash memory and stores an intermediate representation (IR) when
first loading the firmware. While this opens the possibility for conducting binary analysis techniques on the IR itself, there are additional benefits.
The AVRS IR, represented as typed Rust enumeration, was designed in order for the actual emulation loop having to do as little
work as possible when fetching the IR instruction. An example for
this is the resolving of relative jumps: AVRS IR instructions only
store absolute addresses and relative jumps are resolved during decoding. As an absolute address pointing to flash memory can have
a maximum size of 24-bit, the address is split up into a 16-bit lower
and an 8-bit higher part. Due to Rust having to store the enumeration type tag in the first byte of the IR in memory, splitting the
24-bit address up instead of just using a 32-bit integer, allows IR
instructions to fit within 4 bytes, meaning the IR will take up at
most twice the amount of flash memory.

5.3

Instruction Emulation

When actually executing the emulation loop, the IR brings an additional feature: when looking at the disassembled code of AVRS,
one can see that executing the IR optimizes to a jump table, which
boosts the core performance (see subsection 6.4). Despite already
having an intermediate representation, some instructions behave
differently depending on the core they are executed on.
One of these cases is accessing memory through pointer registers, as the effect of this instruction depends on the size of SRAM
available to the core. If there is less than 256 bytes of SRAM available, only the lower byte of the pointer register is being used for
memory access. With the existence of less than 65536 bytes of
SRAM, both bytes of the pointer register are being used for the
memory access, and if even more SRAM is available, the RAMP
registers are being used. A different example is the size of the program counter being dependent on the amount of flash memory
being present in the device. For easier handling of certain instructions, the status register and the stack pointer are not stored and retrieved from actual I/O memory, but only stored as an emulator internal state. The MMU handler intercepts memory access to these
locations and updates the emulator internal state accordingly.

5.4

Peripheral Communication

The MMU handler is the first step in interfacing with peripherals, as it checks whether the memory access concerns I/O mapped
memory. If an I/O register has been accessed, the MMU cannot fulfill the request on its own and passes it to the emulation manager.
The emulation manager then uses a lookup table to decide which
I/O callback is triggered, passing control to the peripheral implementation.
Handling of peripheral state change is expected to run in threads
separated from the main emulation thread. By using Rust channels
in I/O callbacks, the memory read/write information is communicated with the peripheral thread for mimicking transmission behavior, e.g. UART transmissions. As I/O mapped memory typically
triggers side-effects, listening on the I/O channels in the peripheral
thread allows asynchronous handling of these side-effects, while
the emulation loop continues to run. As registering a channel for
every location in data memory would cause too big of an overhead,
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all memory read/writes are logged onto a tracking channel, if the
channel has been opened by an external caller. As keeping track of
all channels can become quite bothersome, Rust macros are leveraged to generate code that would have to be manually duplicated
otherwise.

6

EVALUATION

In order to establish a fair comparison, the emulators are being
rudimentarily tested for correct functionality, with AVRS undergoing more rigorous testing. Afterwards, the feature set implemented
by the different emulators, the supported instructions of the AVR
ISA and finally, the performance on a set of example programs is
being compared.

6.1

Validation and Test Programs

Testing the AVRS decoder is done by comparing the internal representation used by AVRS to the output of objdump and radare2 [5],
where avr-objdump is considered the ground truth. Rather than
testing edge cases for single instructions, the whole 16-bit instruction space is enumerated, where the second half of two-word instructions is filled with the constant 0xffff. Because some cores of
the Tiny family use a reduced instruction set with overlapping instructions, the instruction space has to be enumerated again for
these instructions.
Decoding and disassembly of instructions are tested separately,
as the AVRS internal representation does not always represent the
textual disassembly output. After disassembling the enumerated
instruction space with avr-objdump, a script is being used to transform the disassembly into the internal AVRS representation. Using
the opcode and the internal representation, Rust test cases are generated for every instruction. For testing the correctness of the disassembly, the target disassembly is generated by using radare2 [5]
and then compared to the output by AVRS; AVRS passes both tests.
In the course of testing AVRS instruction decode, a bug in avrobjdump has been identified: when disassembling LDS or STS instructions of the Tiny family, the wrong disassembly would be displayed. The bug has been reported and since been fixed [6].
Testing the instruction semantics requires more manual effort,
as generating test cases from reference output is not possible. Simavr and Avrora already provide test cases for implementations of
their instructions, which have been ported. Adding custom test
cases is still necessary for instructions not covered by Avrora and
Simulavr. In order to test all emulators for basic functionality, a
set of test programs, involving basic functionality, such as blinking LEDs and UART transmission, have been executed and judged
by their behavior in the emulators, with the results being listed
in Table 1. Only one test case did not pass, as atemu does not appear to provide any facilities for EEPROM handling; the table also
lists, whether there has been an implementation of a peripheral,
providing feedback on the peripheral state, such as printing UART
transmissions to standard output, but a test program is still considered working when the correct memory access to the peripheral
specific region is being made.
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atemu

Avrora

AVRS

#
G
#
G

GNU
#
G
#
G
#
G
#
G
#
G

#
G
#

IMAVR
#
G

simavr

SimulAVR

# = working,
= working with peripheral feedback, G
# = not working
Table 1: Support of test programs across all emulators.

Instruction
BREAK
DES
EICALL
EIJMP
FMUL
FMULS
FMULSU
LAC
LAS
LAT
LDS_TINY
SLEEP
SPM
SPM2
STS_TINY
WDR
XCH

atemu
✓

Avrora
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

AVRS
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

GNU

IMAVR

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

simavr
✓

SimulAVR
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

6.4

Comparison of Performance

All performance measurements have been conducted on a Ubuntu
18.04.4 LTS VM on a server running an Intel®Xeon®CPU E5-2630
v4 at 2.20GHz. Resources available to the VM were 4 logical processors and 4 GB of RAM. All emulators, except AVRS, have been compiled using the toolchains available on this Ubuntu version, AVRS
has been compiled using stable rustc 1.40.0 (73528e339 2019-12-16).
To measure performance and correctness in a fair way, the tested
emulators have been modified to print a timer output, to terminate
when reaching a break instruction and to print a memory dump of
the data memory on termination; these changes have been made
using the least invasive method available for each emulator. During execution, outputs are redirected to /dev/null and our debug
outputs printed to stderr.
A script executes the benchmarks across all emulators, collecting the printed timers in a CSV file, including the baseline performance. The Atmel Studio Emulator [25] has been used to determine the number of cycles executed, picking the ATmega128 as
core with a frequency of 16 MHz. Every performance measurement
for all benchmarks is repeated 25 times for each emulator.

✓
✓
✓

Table 2: Listing of implemented instructions, without instructions that have been implemented by all emulators.

125
100
75
50
25
0

6.2

Comparison of Capabilities

A quantified overview of emulator capabilities we are interested
in can be found in Table 3. Out of the pre-existing emulators, no
emulator is a perfect fit, be it differing support for various file formats, missing crucial device families or lacking debug functionalities. SimulAVR and simavr are shown as most mature emulators,
bringing a large number of implemented cores and peripherals.

6.3

baseline
atemu
avrora
avrs
simavr

150
Runtime [ms]

Program
BLINK
UART_RX
UART_RXINT
UART_TX
UART_TXINT
UART_ECHO
EEPROM
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Comparison of Implemented Instructions

Through manual source code analysis of each emulator, all implemented instructions have been listed, with instructions implemented by all emulators being stripped from the listing. The results
are presented as a table in Table 2, showing a clear pattern of lacking support for the 16-bit LDS/STS instructions, as well as rarely
used XMega instructions, such as DES or LAC. The table only credits the presence of the instruction in the code, which does not necessarily imply correctness. When confronted with large amounts
of memory, not all emulators implement the RAMP registers for
memory page selection, or instructions which require processor
support state, such as the watchdog reset. Behavior of such instructions can then be different across emulators, e.g. the BREAK instruction does not halt execution on every emulator, as GNU AVR
and IMAVR do not recognize the instruction, with GNU AVR failing to even load the firmware containing it.

livermore1

livermore2

livermore5

Figure 3: Measuring Livermore loop program runtime.
While making the performance counter modifications to the emulators, it became clear that it is not possible to include the GNU
AVR Emulator in the performance analysis. Due to the fact that
the emulator code is tightly coupled with the XWindow GUI code
there is no way to add performance counters without rewriting
large parts of the emulator. A similar situation caused the exclusion of IMAVR, which produced invalid results when compared
with the reference memory dump.
The remaining five emulators have then been profiled using Livermore loops, repeated AES encryption, public key cryptography
and hashing; Livermore loops have been included for comparison
with benchmarks mentioned in the Avrora publication [43]. The
goal of these benchmarks was to show raw instruction emulation
performance, as peripheral performance cannot be measured objectively across emulators.
Figure 3 shows that the gap between Avrora/atemu and SimulAVR has widened in comparison to the older results. Because
SimulAVR is slower than the other emulators by an order of magnitude and the only emulator to be slower then the physical ATmega128 baseline, it has been removed from the benchmark graphs
to highlight the difference between the other emulators.
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Emulator

Input

Cores

Core Families

Peripherals

Debugging

Avrora

ELF, Disassembly

3

Mega

EEPROM, UART, I/O ports,
Timers, Radio, SPI, ADC

Tracing,
GDB-Server

simavr

IHEX

28

Mega,
Tiny

EEPROM, Watchdog, UART,
I/O ports, Timers, SPI, ADC, I2 C

GDB-Server

SimulAVR

ELF

33

Mega,
Tiny

atemu

ELF, SREC

1

Mega

GNU AVR Simulator

IHEX, SREC

22

Mega

IMAVR

Binary

5

Mega

EEPROM, Watchdog, UART
SPI, ADC, USI, I/O Ports
Radio, Timers, UART
SPI, ADC, I/O Ports
EEPROM
Timers, UART, JTAG,
I/O Ports

AVRS

IHEX

3

Tiny,
Mega,
XMega

UART, EEPROM,
I/O Ports

GDB-Server

OS
Windows,
Linux,
OS X
Windows,
Linux,
OS X
Windows,
Linux

GUI
No

Peripherals
Peripherals

Debug GUI

Linux

Minimal

Debug GUI

Linux

Minimal

Debug Shell

Linux

No

Debug GUI

Windows,
Linux,
OS X

Yes

Table 3: Overview of emulator capabilities.
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Figure 4: Measuring runtime of repeated AES encryption.

Figure 5: Measuring runtime of repeated hashing, ed25519
signatures and curve25519 public key encryption.

When comparing the faster emulators, Avrora shows the worst
performance on the Livermore loops, while atemu and simavr show
similar runtimes. However, AVRS performs best, being about four
times faster compared to atemu and simavr. The same observations
can be made on the AES benchmarks in Figure 4, with one notable
difference: while the runtime increases on the physical device and
for SimulAVR, the runtime of the other emulators does not change
by a large margin, with the step from aes-128 to aes-192 being
barely noticeable.
The results of the hashing/public key cryptography benchmark
in Figure 5 using AVRNaCl, apply heavier computational load on
the devices than the AES implementation does. Avrora profits from
this type of load and can achieve better runtime measurements
than atemu and simavr, while still being slower than AVRS. While
only being about three times faster than Avrora, AVRS also performs the best on the AVRNaCL benchmark.
As a nod to the original Avrora benchmarks, Figure 6 provides
an overview of the frequencies that have been achieved during the
execution of the benchmarks. Every benchmark result has been
converted into frequencies by referring to the baseline runtime and
frequency, and the mean and standard deviation have been plotted

in the figure. Due to Avrora’s performance on the AVRNaCL benchmark, the achieved mean frequencies of Avrora, atemu and simavr
are all close to 50 MHz, while SimulAVR performance did not improve since the original Avrora benchmarks. However, AVRS manages to run at the highest measured frequency. While AVRS’ frequency distribution is more scattered, it still allows driving the simulation with more than 200 MHz in most cases. This benchmark is
intended to show the theoretically achievable frequencies; the logical frequency used to simulate cycle accuracy will always match
that of a real physical device instead.
There are two deciding factors in AVRS’ performance in comparison to other emulators. For one, decoding the instructions ahead
of the actual emulation is the deciding factor in performance. While
this allows decoding ahead of the instruction emulation loop, the
IR used by AVRS causes the emulation loop to be constructed as
a jump table. Secondly, AVRS relies heavily on Rust macros and
code duplication during compile time. This is a tradeoff, as it substantially increases compile time and output binary size with each
added core, while being able to hardcode and optimize core-specific
information at compile time, in comparison to other emulators,
where core differences are handled during runtime.

Mean Achieved Frequency [MHz]
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Figure 6: Mean achieved frequencies per emulator, calculated from all gathered performance results.

7

FUZZING

In order to show the usefulness of AVRS as a tool for vulnerability
discovery, the ability to fuzz firmware has been added on top of
it. A fuzzer generates inputs and runs a target program on these
inputs, with the goal of triggering a vulnerability in the program.
Since fuzzing firmware on embedded devices is different to fuzzing
application software, as shown by Muench et al. [28], we are relying on their work for detection of crashes.

7.1

Setup

AVRS marks the base of the fuzzing setup and is first compiled for
the target core, including the required peripherals of the board to
be fuzzed. Generating the fuzzing inputs is handled by boofuzz [29],
which has been chosen for it’s serial support and to mirror the
setup used by Muench et al. [28]. The fuzzer itself does not contain
any instrumentation logic for introspection of the emulator state;
this is handled on the emulator side, by logging state from the toplevel emulation loop or by making use of peripherals. Whether a
crash occurred is determined by the emulator itself as well, either
by triggering Rust runtime checks, e.g. out-of-bounds memory access, or by detecting crash conditions and manually aborting the
emulator. Both cases result in a termination of the emulator with
an error return code, which is detected by a boofuzz program monitor.

7.2

Heuristics

Muench et al. [28] demonstrated the difficulties of fuzzing embedded devices, where memory corruption might not result in observable crashes of the program, compared to desktop applications.
They solved this problem by introducing heuristics which would
trigger on certain cases of memory corruption. We picked a subset
of these heuristics to implement in AVRS, choosing the ones appropriate for even the smallest AVR cores without dedicated operating
systems. These heuristics are added to the emulator code and compiled into the board to be fuzzed, where we utilize Rust panics to
terminate the emulator, and let the fuzzer identify the crash. As
there might still be memory corruptions that are not caught by
the emulator, a liveness check is required. This check makes sure
the firmware performs a certain action as expected. It has to be
implemented as an extension to the fuzzer and is dependent on

the application to be tested. Alternatively the fuzzer would need
to employ timeouts to re-start fuzzing.
Segment Tracking. As there is no explicit memory segmentation in the AVR architecture, memory reads and writes cannot be
directly classified as invalid, as even a null-pointer dereference is
in general a valid and common memory access. However, some
aspects of this heuristic can still be reused, albeit specifically tailored to one AVR core and/or one firmware program. Revisiting
Figure 1 shows that there are reserved memory areas between different peripherals mapped in the data memory. If a memory access happens in such an area, it can be classified as invalid. In
the simplest case, this means a memory access beyond the highest
available data memory address is always invalid, which is directly
caught by Rust as out-of-bounds access. Memory access can also
be constrained on a per-instruction basis: AVRS implements this by
storing an additional 8-byte integer for every instruction, setting
a read and write bit for up to 32 sections in data memory. These
sections are intended to be defined according to the datasheet and
allow specific parts of the firmware to only access certain sections
in memory; e.g. a routine performing calculations in SRAM does
not need memory access to the peripheral section of data memory. This simple method effectively triples the amount of memory
needed for the firmware, which is still negligible, due to small AVR
flash sizes.
Format Specifier Tracking. To detect misuse of format strings,
the implemented heuristic [28, 39] relies on detecting the presence
of the format string in the binary and whether the address of the
format string argument is located in a read-only section; as there
are again no memory segments with permission bits, this heuristic cannot be implemented reliably. However, it can be tracked
whether memory contents have been copied from flash memory to
SRAM unchanged: while this depends on the used compiler, avrgcc usually generates code copying constant data to SRAM right
before the main program is being called, allowing this memory to
be tagged read-only until further modifications are made. This is
extended in a more general notion, as we track all program- to datamemory copies, by linking a program memory load with the next
data memory write if their contents are equal and tagging them
again as read-only. AVRS can then be supplied with the addresses
of critical format specifier functions and the location of the first
argument according to calling convention, and terminate the emulation if the format string contains bytes which are not tagged
read-only. This heuristic can be reused in application specific contexts, where critical functions should only accept read-only data.
Call Stack/Frame Tracking. Using a shadow stack [47] built
into AVRS, every call and return instruction is tracked. On every
call, the intended return address is stored in the shadow stack and
compared with the actual return address on return, which also
works for interrupts in AVRS. Not being able to handle interrupts
with this technique was cited as a source of false negatives in [28],
but due to the semantics of interrupts on AVR, which handle interrupts in a similar manner to function calls, this is not an issue
here. However, peculiarities in generated code can result in false
positives, with one example shown in Listing 1. In this case, a generated function fcn_24c only performs minimal actions and immediately calls another function; the callee subsequently skips the
stack frame of fcn_24c on return altogether.
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In order to mitigate this, AVRS also tracks PUSH and POP instructions on the shadow stack, in case a stack frame is eliminated
this way. This does not solve the issue in Listing 1, as the return
address is removed by direct manipulation of the stack pointer.
Instead of allowing this behavior with the shadow stack, we decided to leverage the segment tracking approach for this, in order
to manually resolve false positives to reduce risk of false negatives.
AVRS also tracks call frames, as suggested in [28], but this comes
with similar constraints as return address tracking: the low amount
of available SRAM encourages writes across stack frames to save
memory, this introduces more false positives, which need to be
manually excluded.
Custom Heuristics. As only heuristics which required additional features to be implemented in AVRS have been picked, the
list of heuristics is not exhaustive and there are other heuristics,
such as heap object tracking [38]. However, these heuristics could
be added using the AVRS peripheral interface, as it provides the
means to track and intercept memory access.

7.3

Examples

To put the implemented heuristics to use, we prepared two examples utilizing serial communication, on two different cores: ATtiny104, due to the only MCU of the Tiny family featuring the
reduced instruction set and a UART port, and the ATmega328P,
due to its popularity within the Arduino project. The firmware programs, implementing protocols over UART have been implanted
with intentional crafted vulnerabilities, but use different features
on the different cores, as the ATtiny104 does not provide enough
SRAM to use format strings or heap allocation in a reasonable manner, implying that there are no format strings and heap vulnerabilities on the ATtiny104 firmware. To start the fuzzing loop, a boofuzz script is provided for both cores, with a specific liveness check
being implemented for both cores. Beyond covering unresponsiveness of the program due to vulnerabilities, this check ensures an
emulator restart in case of issues with boofuzz’ serial connection.
Running the scripts results in boofuzz being able to repeatedly
find inputs triggering the implanted vulnerabilities, with the exception of implanted heap vulnerabilities. This can be mitigated
to some degree by employing segment tracking for coarse-grained
out-of-bounds write detection, but it can not replace a dedicated
heap-object tracking mechanism. As the fuzzing setup is being
published alongside the AVRS source code, the fuzzing core for
ATmega328P enables libraries designed for usage within Arduinobased projects to be analyzed, when the needed peripherals can be
implemented.

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper we discussed the challenges of emulating microcontrollers of the AVR architecture. We explored the landscape of existing AVR emulators, pointing out missing architectural features
and shortcomings in the extensibility of emulators. While there are
mature and actively developed emulators, such as simavr, none of
them could fulfill our requests with respect to observability of internal emulation events and feature completeness. This lack manifested in the missing support for the smallest and most advanced
AVR cores respectively, the Tiny and XMega families. To improve
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. fcn_24c :
push r28
push r29
rcall fcn_252
. fcn_252 :
in r28 , 0 x3d
in r29 , 0 x3e

; SPL
; SPH

; ... function epilogue
adiw r28 , 0 x03
; Skip return address
out 0 x3d , r28
; SPL
out 0 x3e , r29
; SPH
pop r29
pop r28
ret

Listing 1: Epilogue accessing stack of previous callframe.

this situation, we implemented AVRS, a new emulator designed to
provide completeness of general AVR features and an emulation
pipeline which can be intercepted at the necessary granularity to
build tools for security analysis. We introduced an intermediate
representation of AVR opcodes in AVRS, allowing us to split instruction decode from emulation and potentially enabling static
analysis on the IR. This implementation detail was reflected in the
comparison against existing emulators, where AVRS displays competitive performance alongside feature completeness. Finally, we
built a fuzzing tool on top of AVRS, using the heuristics and techniques described in [28].

8.1

Future Work

AVRS is designed as a base for tools to build upon and given a
plethora of existing tools in the field of dynamic analysis, the next
logical step is integration of AVRS into these frameworks where an
emulator is needed. Examples for this are the PANDA platform [15]
or the Avatar2 framework [27]; the latter opens the question if it is
possible to forward peripheral interaction in the same manner as
on other platforms, which eliminates the need for peripheral emulation to some degree. Other possibilities include the facilitation
of concolic execution by combining AVRS with e.g. Angr [41] to
improve coverage in the presented fuzzer. Lastly, we believe that
AVRS can be used to study new dynamic analysis variants for embedded systems on a comparatively small architecture, before applying them to more capable microcontrollers.
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